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a le$ter from the editor
Here we are, Issue 2! I am so thrilled to welcome you to this collection of
beautiful works of written and visual art. As with last time, I am honored to put
my name on this magazine. The amazing talent that is shared with orangepeel
never ceases to excite me.
Our theme for this issue, “Traveling,” seemed to be the perfect ﬁt for a world
trying to shake off a pandemic. I was lucky enough to dust my suitcase off early
in the summer, and it was while I was on vacation that I began to plan
orangepeel’s next installment. Whether you’re in a hotel room now or waiting on
the world to stabilize (as much as it can) before you buy any tickets, I hope that
this magazine can whisk you somewhere you’ve never been.
I would like to set a precedent for future orangepeel publications by again
listing some of the orange peels of the issue. If this is your ﬁrst time reading one
of our magazines, our name is taken from the J.D. Salinger short story “Teddy.” In
this story, the title character watches orange peels getting dumped into the
ocean and reﬂects that, once they fall deep enough, they will only exist as a
memory. Something we consider when accepting pieces is how they can gain
new meaning as they are remembered over and over again. I’ve started to
lovingly call my favorite details of these pieces my orange peels. Issue 2 is chock
full. We have strips of imaginary seaweed and a cactus in a windowsill; cows
next to the road and birds colored like cars; a delicate quilted square and a
special Catalan ﬁgurine, just to name a few.
It’s always a thrill to see how differently our contributors interpret a theme,
and I hope you enjoy it as much as I do. While the works on these pages will take
you from Texas to space to the Land of Oz, our contributors are also from a
diverse group of places. We have contributors from (in alphabetical order)
Australia, Canada, Cyprus, Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland, Italy, Malta, Mexico,
Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States. It means a lot that people
from so many different places are happy to collaborate on this little project. I
thank you all, whether your work is in this magazine or you’re a reader. Sit back,
relax, and enjoy orangepeel’s second issue!

Gabby
editor of orangepeel
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Jase Cordova
the city of angels
We sat at the top of the observatory
perched on the wall with our legs swinging
over a city that was foreign to me.
You laughed as your hair whipped around your face.
I was afraid that the wind would blow us off the roof
and the people below us were afraid that we would jump
but we just wanted to be as close to the sky as we could without ﬂying
and as close to heaven as we could without dying.
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Pamira Yanar
maybe, it is a small world | patara sand dunes,
antalya

9

Maria Titan
Sunshine, nothing but sunshine
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Alexandra Gall
a blooming universe
Outside my window, a tree’s buds begin to open, the hint of a deep and bright
pink fully blooming, ready to be seen by the sun and the world. They cover all the
branches, trickling down even to the skinniest twigs. The base of the tree is quite
small, easily hugged by the toddler that lives in the house next to it. A foot off the
ground the tree breaks into three, which grow away from each other in equal
directions.
I have a tiny pot holding a tiny cactus sitting on my windowsill. The whole
thing is the height of my thumb, pot and plant and all. The cactus has ﬁve large
buds on it that open during the day, while the sun shines. It has three small buds
that are still working on growing. The buds are a pinkish color, really only visible
when they open.
Maybe these simple blooming ﬂowers represent something. It would make
sense, with graduation literally days away, a move only two weeks away, and my
urge to try new things. But that’s only two representations, and I’ve heard
somewhere that if the universe is truly trying to speak to you, there have to be
more than two occurrences of anything for it to count. I also know that human
brains try to make meaning out of anything and everything.
Brains have a lot of tricks up their sleeve. Picking out patterns, making
meaning out of things, intentionally forgetting certain things.
My brain seems to enjoy attempting to time travel. It likes to think about
what the future will look like, what it will be like.
In ﬁve days, I’ll have graduated from college. What will that feel like?
And in 12 days, I’ll be moved into my own apartment. What will that feel like?
I know this isn’t really that far into the future, but the future’s the future.
Maybe I lied when I said that my brain enjoys time travelling. Past those two
weeks of the future, the time traveling is blank. It’s just an empty canvas.
But there’s freedom in that.
*
In the corner of my desk, I have a small, single bulb lamp. It’s about a foot
tall, and the shade is a simple, cream-colored cylinder. At night, it’s the light I
work by, producing a hue of warmth while I try to create my own work.
My bed is pushed into one of the corners of my room. Hanging on one of
them, I have a sunﬂower tapestry, the ﬂowers in full bloom. Green strands of
white-bulbed Christmas lights are draped over that, always inviting me to come
lay in bed with the soft glow emanating around me, soft enough to help me relax
but not enough that I fall asleep. My guard drops when I’m laying in bed, tucked
under my weighted blanket with the lights ﬂoating above me, acting as a glowing
sky in a nonexistent universe. I can sink into my mattress with ease and relief,
ﬁnally able to let go of the tension that I hold onto throughout the day.
In the early mornings, the sun peeks through the blinds of my windows. It’s
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another moment of magic. Everything is quiet, except for the birds outside and
the occasional car passing by.
In that single moment, I feel peaceful and powerful all at once. Travelling to
a world of my own.
It’s easy to choose those things because they’re right there. The peace of a
serene morning, and the option to paint that for myself every morning.
In the span of one day I feel like I have travelled worlds, the way peace and
power intertwine. The way I can choose what one day holds means that each day
is a new universe. One that I create, one that I get to traverse.
*
In another corner of my room I have postcards, art, and photographs stickytacked to the wall. They’re in a puzzled-together-grid-form, hard edges against
hard edges, but not a row-by-row visual. The postcards are from a coffee
subscription box, where I get a photo of the country that that month’s coffee
beans came from. The photos are from local artists, ones I go to school with or
follow on Instagram.
On the back of my closet door, pictures of friends and family and
handwritten quotes are in the same type of puzzled-together-grid-form. The
corners curl away from the door, itching to fall off. The pictures are all selﬁes
with the people I love the most. The quotes are full of color and heartfelt words,
reminding me to breathe.
These mementos created a whole other world, a space where my brain could
take a break, could be on its own, without any expectations. It was a safe haven,
one that I had the power to make mine, the power to make it a room of peace and
calm. A place that I could imbue with magic that would put space between me
and the ever-changing, chaos-ﬁlled world.
And I did that all in one room.
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Delta N.A.
Between Two Worlds
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A.K. Shakour
are you traveling to me?
his voice lulls me into a daydream.
what do you mean?
i want him to reverse his words.
slowly, he probes, am i a

destination
are
you
i don’t have a passport ﬁlled with stamps
in the shape of mens’ messy lips
but if i did, he would be number six
i have taken a ‘two month trip’ to.

to
traveling to

i tell him, no
without qualifying it,
without saying
i think you’re traveling to me,
baby, i am not in the pilot’s seat.
he steers us to the troposphere
& when he glances at me
my arms are jupiter
beach, a soft sandy landing,
a strip for him to park his plane.
for now,
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it is enough.

you?
me?

Alex Boyd
Giants
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Christina Hennemann
Cliff Bath Watching Sunset
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Christina Hennemann
Home & Zuhause
I live to feel the salt dry on my skin,
Flaky, crumbly traces of freedom,
To see the sun sparkle in the sea,
To hear aquamarine waves and foam
Rhythmically approaching and withdrawing.
I live to jump in the cold water with you,
Taste your salty, chilly, blue Atlantic lips,
Climb black rocks and smell the sunny air,
And memorise the hill crammed with little houses.
Unique, the beautiful people with hats and shorts
Chattering, having the craic, ‘What’s the story?’
‘All good, I’m grand!’ what else.
Small acts of kindness; I even enjoy running from
The seagulls that hunt for leftovers and crumbles
Of scones, cones, and Creamery ﬂapjacks.
All I want is linger and observe,
Just sit and listen to my hometown’s heartbeat
And hand you the towel when you come out shaking,
Red-skinned, and kiss your froze up ocean lips alive.
I treasure the serendipity and shells on the beach,
My heart beats with the tides of the town.
I’m in love with the hill, the salt and the sea,
And with you too.
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Rona Karp
Commuting (Olympic and Curson)
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Rona Karp
Commuting (6th and Coronado)
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Moriah Katz
Across the Meridian
I am twenty, and overwhelmed. It isn’t the heat, or the relentless singing of
the estudiantinas wandering through the city. It isn’t the busses that don’t run on
schedule, the food that arrives to my table at its own pace. I like all of that. I like
that the hostel smells like Fabuloso come cleaning day, that tires clatter like
horse hooves against the cobblestone streets outside. I like getting lost in the
tunnels that run like veins throughout the city.
What pains me is this voice I can’t seem to quiet. It echoes through the
aisles of open-air markets and panaderias, curls itself around glass museum
cases. Shouldn’t you be at home with your father? it says. Isn’t he all alone there
now?
I don’t call home because I know that he really is all alone back in California,
doing much the same thing he has for most of my life. He is going to work,
walking the dog, and drinking too much. He is pacing the house in heavy circles,
scouring it for brokenness. He is buying almonds by the pound, chewing them by
the handful as he ﬂips through the thousand channels of his cable package.
I cannot bear to send even my voice back there, for fear it might get trapped.
…
I am twenty-one, and planning a trip back to Guanjuato. I miss the smells of
pulche and dog piss, callejones that stretch for miles into the sky. It is a week
before my trip, and I can almost taste the bolillo in my mouth. I wake up to three
missed calls from my mother. She tells me my father has had a stroke.
I cancel my ﬂight, swallow the last bit of my dreams. I spend the next three
months worrying at the foot of a hospital bed, watching cerebral ﬂuid the color of
Kool-Aid drain out of a tube drilled into my dad’s head.
Worry eats its way through my summer, and grappling with shame becomes
a daily practice. I want to leave, more than anything. I lose count of the number of
times I pull my dad’s hands away from his stitches, carry him to the bathroom
and back. I remind him he is in the hospital more often than I say “I love you.”
Nurses coo over us, assume that because I never leave his side, that my
father and I have a close and uncomplicated relationship. What’s he like? they
ask.
“A good man,” I answer. “A provider.” I do not tell them that he is a thief. His
drawers are ﬁlled with stolen invitations to places I’ve wanted to go, places we
never went to: my cousin’s wedding in Berlin, a family seder in Ojai. No sliver of
the world had been too small for him to pocket; he’d said no to vacations, picnics,
hikes, dinner invitations, trips to the park. We went nowhere. We saw nothing. As
an adult, I’d taught myself to reach for the world. And here he was, knocking it
out of my hands again.
…
I drive my father’s bulky Pathﬁnder to only four places, all within a ten mile
radius of Pasadena: the hospital, my childhood home, the grocery store, and the
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climbing gym. I watch the world unfurl before me in those car rides, pretend my
destination is anywhere but where I’m going. I listen exclusively to regueton and
banda music, laugh at myself as I botch the lyrics. What little time I have for
television is also in Spanish: episodes of Casa de Las Flores and La Rosa de
Guadalupe on Netﬂix.
I keep my mouth full of ﬂavors from other worlds: treat myself to plates of
chile relleno, slurp down cupfulls of coconut agua fresca. I buy bagfuls of bolillos
from the Mexcian market down the street, bite down on bread half as fresh as I
would have found in Guanajuato. I don’t mind that it’s stale. I swallow every bite,
lick the crumbs off my ﬁngers.
As I have always been, I am ashamed to enjoy the world alone. A vendor at
the farmer’s market outside Huntington hospital sells ruby-red peanuts crusted
with chile and lime. I stuff my face with a bag of my own, buy a second for my
dad.
“Try these,” I say, shaking peanuts into his hand. “They’re from Mexico.”
He scarfs down the gems like it’s his ﬁrst food in months, holds his hand out
for more. I pour until the bag is empty.
Months pass, and my father heals enough that I can leave him in the care of
my grandfather. I ﬁnish my junior year of college. My life swells to the size of the
Bay Area; it is more space, but not enough. I scour the internet for somewhere to
go, some way to stay there. I need an opportunity that will anchor me to the soil
of a foreign land, something permanent, a fellowship or a job. I apply to become
a teaching assistant in Spain. I am accepted into the program, make plans with a
close friend to share an apartment in Madrid. Three months before our
departure, Covid-19 wraps its ﬁngers around the world’s throat, and squeezes.
…
My father has made nearly a full recovery by the time I am forced to move
back in with him. I am twenty-two, and my world is held together with stucco and
closed doors. My Google searches are replete with Spanish landmarks: Palacio
de Cristal, Sobrino de Botin, Casa de Campo -- all the places I would have gone
had the world not descended into pandemia. My concerns are ﬁst-tight with me
at the center: “Don’t I deserve more? Doesn’t the world belong to me?”
Months pass, and self-pity gives way to determination. My hunger for the
world grows beyond Latin America, extends itself across oceans to the
Carribean, Asia, Africa. Of my 151 liked videos on YouTube, 120 are recipes
dictated in foreign accents. Brown stew chicken, Soondubu Jigae, Oyakodon,
Banh Mi, Chaat, Dhal. My hunger isn’t limited to my stomach; it moves through
my body, my mouth, my hands. I copy the steps to afrobeats, dancehall, bachata,
cumbia. I get a conversation partner - ﬁrst in Mexico, then in Colombia. I write to
myself in Spanish, aﬃrmations that the world and I will belong to each other
again, some day.
Just like in the hospital, I share with my father.
“Try this, it’s Indian.”
“Good, right?”
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“It’s spelled d-h-a-l.”
He thanks me, smiles a bit.
“This is delicious.”
Yes, but it is the world, too. Can you not taste it, ladled into this bowl for you?
…
It is a year before I learn how to eat beside him in body only. I forgo food as
an invitation, begin to understand it as my one-way ticket out of a life kept small.
Across the table from my dad, I run away to the cliffs of the Mediterranean, the
rainforests of Japan, Brazil. I look up at him from time to time and wave across
the meridian.
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Jaev Kunst
Rising
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JP Legarte
Dorothy Unraveled
I am Dorothy of Kansas, whisked away
in a whirlwind of accidental imaginations and liquid love
lavished in emeralds of wonder, except Toto does not bark
at the violence in the air. With each delayed breath, the elegance
of witches on brooms sweep away the fortunes of others
into forests burned at the nightmen’s watch.
Here in this concocted reverie of spotlighted exploration,
the streets are not paved with bricks of faint
yellow or fool’s gold, and the skies are painted with jaundiced
colors crying tears of hot rain ravishing the splendor
of kingdoms below. While beckoning paths snake into each other,
emerald waters lie tainted by the magic of deadly dreamers,
and the ﬁelds remain lined with poppies
laced with the powdered inebriants
tempting seekers into debilitated sleep.
I do not encounter lions pursuing courage
or tiger-bears idly wandering by
nor scarecrows without eloquent minds
or tinmen hunting hearts dripping sacriﬁce.
Within the blanket of shadowed branches, I am left hoping
the straw inside my hollowed body will be spun so selﬂessly,
woven into strings of earthen silver to reﬂect
the twilight for others to see. My soul continually melts
away into clay streams of rippled sentiments, awaiting wizard’s ﬁre
to be sculpted again into breath-bound restoration.
Substitute the glittered, glamorous ruby slippers
with maroon overtones covering Converse. Entice conversations from
the citizens decorated by pleasantries. Hold a map of the dirtied lands
these feet have touched. I do not hop. I do not skip. I dash into the unknown
existence of this world. I have tapped my aching heels softly
in rhythm to no avail, acknowledging the journeys still watching me
through the eyes of ancients and the discoveries of fascination
steadying the survival of kingdoms.
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I cannot go home.
The wizard does not take me home.
The witches do not take me home.
I shoulder home with me in the soft, salient breaths
escaping into this kaleidoscopic unfamiliarity
drawing reﬂections across glass desires.

Evie O’Neill
Textile Topography
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Jason Melvin
White
look left
White

nothing but

look right

what keeps me on this road
my son asleep beside me
White knuckles grip the wheel
no tracks to follow
the road
ground all around
no tracks to follow

ﬂat
ﬂat

look left
White

nothing but

i wish to get lost in it
beautiful beautiful

beautiful

what keeps me on this road
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look right

nothing

almost grown now
his foot rests on the dashboard
hair shows above the White sock
White
White
dawn

dances in the headlights
kisses the windshield
breaks on the horizon

look left
White

look right

nothing but

no tracks to follow
beautiful
n

o

beautiful
t

h

beautiful
i

n

i wish
g

thru the White
up ahead
two red eyes watch guide
a track to follow
look left

look right
asleep beside me

he keeps me on this road
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Christina Hennemann
Hermit Hunter
When we were walking in the sunlit green woods of Belleek
And you said the climate was Mediterranean, tropical even,
Moist and hot for a summer’s day on the west coast,
We discovered the little hermit’s house hiding behind old oaks.
Your watchful eyes asked intently if I knew what a hermit was.
I laughed “Yes, you are”, and rubbed your stiff strong arm.
You snorted, shrugged and blushed while smiling uncomfortably
And avoiding my eye. Staring at the deserted hermit’s hut, longing?
I found your weirdness lovely. You puzzled and charmed me
With your wise and cooling silence, your edges, your rough
But shy care. I was intrigued by your quiet blue Irishness
And in love with your wild oceans and mystic woods.
We went on, side by side but never touching, of course,
On trodden tracks and soft mulch, following the riverbank,
Leaves rustling, eavesdropping on things unsaid.
Your broad shoulders were leading the way, one inch ahead.
The river Moy was burbling and splashing quietly,
Peaceful and calm, carrying sparkling stars to the sea,
As if to soothe and enchant a secluded díseartach in his home,
Who would always muse and ponder and think, think, think.
I remember wondering, where would you lead me? A stranger in a
wounded country under the spell of innocent fairies and persecuted
Monks, on the brink of emerging into the biting taste of wickedness.
You desired my alienness, feared my bold tongue and hands.
November Belleek is frosty and muddy and withered and lone.
I walk with purple hands, through puddles and squeaking leaves
On a hill, I watch the tiny eremitic house that you inhabit now,
Drinking silence and cold air, feeding on books and dry bread
And ruminating on how I can never ﬁt in.
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Christina Hennemann
Dún Briste
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Mary Anne Zammit
Memoirs of the Cathedral
The Cathedral of Saint Eulalia stands before me.
Built in the 14th century, it stands alone amidst the modern city, full of life,
Gothic and full of memories ﬂooding my mind like waves.
For me, magniﬁcent and hard to explain.
I sit there watching the rays of the Sun embracing the architectural perfection. I
want to run away from the noises and shops, from everything.
This is Barcelona! Spain, which for me is like a sacred museum of hills and
greenery and pure olive oil.
It is bestowed by history and cultures
Unique and magical.
Back to my fascination, to the Cathedral.
I try to organize the memories suddenly visiting me.
Where am I? Why am I drawn to Cathedrals? Is it part of me?
A woman, her face like porcelain, comes and sits close to me. She too wanted to
captivate the moment
Like me.
She has a red ﬂower on her raven black hair.
She looks at me, her eyes dark like night with a twinge of light hidden and
protected.
She reminds me and tells me stories of many kingdoms, moments of power, of
war and blood.
Land touched by passion, but also religiosity.
Everywhere, it is felt on its walls
And the mystery remains behind the woman with the red ﬂower near the
Cathedral.
Many stories have been told, many stories remain.
The Cathedral remembers,
The stars too
And my soul.
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Marilú Ciabattoni
Marco Polo
First Stop – El Caganer
Pigeons ﬂy in my direction like an army of cruel soldiers. Frightened, I bend
on myself, forgetting my phone is still recording.
Plaça de Catalunya is constantly assaulted by birds, and the Catalanos
amuse themselves by scaring them to make them perform their usual aerial
choreography with ten-second breaks in between.
I head to my apartment, thinking about the gift I got for my family this same
day and picturing how much they will like it when they see it. It’s a little statue
that’s part of Catalan nativity scenes, a character called el Caganer.
El Caganer, as the kind shop owner explained to me in Spanish, is usually
represented as a farmer in the act of squatting down to defecate to fertilize the
ground with his feces, all while holding his pants with his hands to prevent them
from completely falling down. El Caganer, in fact, means “the pooper” in Catalan.
Or, as I christened him, “the shitter.” It’s said that exhibiting him in one’s house
brings good luck and prosperity for the year ahead, while not displaying him
causes the opposite.
The store dedicated to this iconic Christmas ﬁgure is ﬁlled with statues of el
Caganer, reincarnated as any pop icon, politician, cartoon character—and the list
continues—that you might imagine.
In one corner, you might ﬁnd the whole Simpsons family squatting down to
indulge in a collective pooping session, while in the other were some of the most
beloved ﬁlm icons like Jack Sparrow and the Joker doing the exact same thing,
with their pants lowered down to reveal their B sides. An entire shelf was
dedicated to contemporary politicians like Donald Trump, Emmanuel Macron and
Angela Merkel, and another was occupied by little ﬁgures representing all sorts
of professions.
“Si quieres, puedes cogerlos para mirarlos,” said the shop owner. I took one
to examine it thoroughly. In that exact moment, I decided that el Caganer would
be the perfect gift to bring back to my family.
But which ones? Choosing the one for my father was easy, as I simply had to
look in the “pooping professionals” section to ﬁnd a cute dentist holding a tooth.
That’d be perfect for my father’s dentist studio, I thought, already picturing it
standing proudly on his front desk, greeting the day’s patients.
I looked for a similar statue for my mom, who’s an ophthalmologist, but I
couldn’t ﬁnd one that represented or resembled her job. I decided to get her
something from the Prado, which I had yet to visit.
Among the pop culture section there had to be something that my sister
could ﬁnd interesting. I was conﬂicted between two characters: a Dalí-masked
criminal from the Spanish Netﬂix series La Casa de Papel or the iconic
Pennywise from the IT movie, which my sister adores. After not much thinking, I
went for Pennywise, which looked very realistic compared to the real one. My
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sister loves IT. I think it was an age-deﬁning movie for her, since she also created
a fan account about all the IT actors and started buying Finn Wolfhard’s
merchandise. She had a crush on him for years—how many, I don’t know.
Satisﬁed with my purchases, I’m now savoring my family’s surprise when I
reveal my gifts for them. I’m a good daughter, I think to myself. And if I’m not, at
least I’m a creative one.

Second Stop – The New Marco Polo
Last night, as I was staying in Zaragoza, Spain, my mom video called me
around dinner time. Weird, I thought, she rarely calls me on her own initiative. At
the same time, I was glad she did.
I picked up and said, “Hey Mom,” immediately realizing my mom was at a
table with some other guests, probably at a restaurant. I knew it. She doesn’t call
me if not for absolute necessity, like saying hello to a friend or a relative I barely
remember from my childhood.
“Hey Mary,” she screamed. “Can you guess who I’m here with right now?”
She then reversed the camera and, while the phone was still focusing, I saw a
blurry ﬁgure I couldn’t totally recognize, but I gave it a shot anyway.
“Berhouz?” I attempted—he’s one of my father’s closest friends from college,
originally from Iran. The whole table burst out in a choir of cheers, amused—as
always—by nothing special.
“Where are you?” he asked. (By the way, you know you’ve reached the
highest level of Grand Traveler when someone starts a conversation with you by
asking where you are.) And before I could answer his question, he continued,
“Your mother told me you’re doing a tour of Europe. You must be the new Marco
Polo.”
I thought about it. I like the name. I’m Marco Polo if he were born a female in
1999. And, like me, he was also Italian. Well, he was Venetian, actually, because,
in the 1200s, Italy was not yet a country but rather divided into smaller kingdoms
and often invaded by the strongest European armies. It would take six hundred
more years to ﬁnally call this boot-shaped land by the name it is called today—
Italy.
But I digress.
Fast-forward 24 hours and I’m in Madrid, the third (second if we don’t
consider my one-night stay in Zaragoza) stop of my post-lockdown European
travel adventures.
Although I’ve just arrived here, I immediately notice a difference from
Barcelona: the Spanish capital feels alive, from 8 in the morning to midnight. And
it’s proven by the massive crowd of people scrolling down the street at 10 p.m. at
night. By now, all of Barcelona might be asleep. But not Madrid. Madrid lives
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through the night. There are customers eating at every restaurant in sight. The
plazas are ﬁlled with individuals, some following a tour guide, some casually
taking a walk by themselves enjoying the chill night weather.
I stop to watch a group of street dancers doing their number in front of the
passersby who gathered around them in a circle. The performers are jumping,
spinning on their heads, getting on each other’s shoulders, all while screaming in
Spanish to catch the spectators’ attention.
The Madrileños are cheerful and play along with the entertainers. I didn’t see
any street performances in Barcelona. The most movement I saw was a protest
of the Catalan independence movement, with their bright yellow ﬂags with red
stripes, some bearing the white star inside of a blue triangle typical of the Cuban
ﬂag, symbolizing revolution. Apart from those, I didn’t see much fun in the
streets, perhaps because it was the beginning of the week. Either way, this is just
the point of view of a temporary visitor.

Lea Beckmann
Waiting for a New Stamp
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Catalunya has a crazy history of oppression and revolution, fueled by
Franco’s tyrannical regime which prohibited Spanish citizens from speaking
anything other than Castellano, the Spanish that is studied in schools today, for
almost 40 years. When the dictatorship ended, the Catalanos demanded that
their culture and language would be recognized, and in recent years, these strong
feelings of nationalism led to the illegal referendum that was supposed to decide
whether Catalunya would permanently declare itself independent from Spain and
create its own nation, a decision which not every Catalan agreed upon, and
because of these discrepancies between the theory and the actual plan, the
whole thing went South.
For some regards, Madrid and Barcelona are two distinct nations under the
same king and the same constitution, that same constitution that states that
Spain is one and indivisible.

Third Stop – No Country for Young Men
De-Mi-Mi’s. De Mimi’s.
Where is the accent supposed to fall? On the ﬁrst or second ‘i’? Is that
supposed to be French? British? Who’s Mimi? The gallery isn’t that remarkable: a
small, white-walled space with huge photographs hanging from the ceiling.
After ten seconds, I decide I am not interested in visiting, and move on. Ten steps
later, I regret it. I decide to go back. This time, I go inside.
“Hello,” I tell the woman sitting at a small desk with her MacBook. She nods
at me.
“Do you like the photographs?” the woman says, after a brief silence.
“I do.”
“Did you notice that they’re all aerials?”
I actually didn’t, but it’s true. They portray different landscapes but all in the
same way: from high above.
I express my surprise as she goes on talking about the artist—a pilot who also
enjoys photography. She says he’s going to be here in a few weeks, for an event
organized by the gallery. She wonders whether I can make it as well. I say I won’t
be here for that long.
“Where are you from?” she asks.
“Italy,” I answer, expecting her to praise the beauty of Italian cities like Rome,
Florence, Naples, as well as the tastiness of Italian food, and I’m ready to react
like I always do—nodding in agreement, pretending that’s all there is to it.
But no, that’s not what she says.
“I have a lot of Italian friends in London who had to emigrate because they
said they couldn’t ﬁnd a job that matched the competences they worked so hard
for. They say there is no future. It’s such a shame that a country so famous for its
culture cannot value its youth as it should.”
Wow. She literally read my mind. It’s so refreshing to hear somebody who
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does not merely look at the superﬁcial or touristy aspects of a country but who
actually goes deeper into its political and social circumstances. I like this person
already.
We talk brieﬂy, expanding on what she said, and I end up giving her my
contact information and social media handles, telling her where she can ﬁnd my
published articles in case she was interested.
Before I leave, I notice we haven’t yet told each other’s names.
“I’m Sabrina, by the way,” she says.
“I’m Mary Lou,” I reply. “It was very nice meeting you.”
Leaving the shop, I repeat it to myself. This is no country for young men. Italy
has no room for youngsters like me.

Last Stop – A Social Experiment
Christiania, Denmark’s social experiment during the 1970s, is located on the
Eastern side of Københavns Havn, the side where the opera house also stands
and which I had only admired from the Western side.
At the Museum of Copenhagen, I read that this neighborhood was born
“when a mixed bunch of hippies, artists and the homeless squatted in a former
military barracks,” thus creating “the free state of Christiania.”
After crossing a big lake surrounded by the greenest trees and plans, I feel
I’m entering a separate dimension, far from the oppressing architecture of the
city center—or at least it looked oppressive to me the day I got here. I’m now
venturing into the land of the hippies.
When I arrive at the square, I decide to call my parents to say good morning.
As I wait for them to pick up, I see a shirtless guy with red pants screaming to a
woman about a stolen package of cigarettes—in English. The man looks young
but threatening. He screams to her in the angriest way possible. But it doesn’t
stop there.
He throws himself against the woman and grabs her by her arm and neck,
forcing her on the ﬂoor with all his weight. The woman was in the company of a
guy who is now trying to separate them, but in vain. I think about recording the
thing but…
“Hey, sweetie. All good there?” my father says over the phone.
Shit. Do I tell him what’s going on? The two guys start beating each other in
the square. Feeling a sense of reassurance in the short distance that separates
me from the ﬁght, I decide to play pretend. Pretend that nothing exciting is
happening.
“Hi Daddy, I’m good. How are you and Mom?” I say in a convincing tone.
As my dad responds, I keep watching the two men beating each other, and
before I even realize, the one who started it all has blood dripping from his face.
How did that happen? Regardless, it made the guy more aggressive than before.
He grabs two heavy bricks from the ground as the other guys starts running—you
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guessed it—in my direction, which I thought was a safe position to stand in.
My father is still talking as I see the bloody angry guy running in my
direction, ﬁrst waving the bricks and then throwing one of them which, had I been
in a more central position, would have hit me without any doubts. I forget the
phone call and start running—ﬁrst on one side of the square, then the other—
where I think I can be safer. I’m not thinking, nor are my legs, they’re just running.
I hide inside of a 7-Eleven, hoping that they will not follow me this time. In
this madness, I have completely forgotten about my father on the other end of
the call.
“Dad,” I try. “Sorry I couldn’t hear you for a second.” I hope he didn’t hear
anything suspicious.
“All good sweetie, you can call later if the connection is bad,” he says. “Have
a good day! We love you!”
I hear my mom saying the same. I tell them that I love them and hang up. I
look at the square from inside the 7-Eleven and see the police have arrived.
They’re now restraining the guy with the bloody face. Thank God, I think to
myself. Just looking at the guy who almost threw a brick at me makes me sick,
even at a safer distance. Afraid that he’ll look back at me, I leave the store and
start walking away from the crime scene to ease my nerves. Nothing happened,
nothing at all happened, I repeat to myself. You’re safe and sound. You’re safe.
I usually try to distract myself from a painful memory by switching my focus
to a happier one, no matter how meaningless or repetitive it is. So I think again
about the Marco Polo conversation I had with Berhouz a few weeks prior.
Maybe Marco Polo lived plenty of situations like this one, I tell myself, yet he
never lost his wanderlust. I guess I’ll pretend to be the new Marco Polo and write
my own Il Milione, just like I’m doing right now. But this is not a book. I’m just
taking notes. Someday, I might give it a serious try. When I have my own money
and fund my own travels. One day. Hopefully soon, but one day for sure.
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Pamira Yanar
xanthopsia: all i see is yellow | topkapı palace,
istanbul
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Allana Stuart
Meeting Godzilla in a Fever Dream
Woke up with
hair stuck to my face
long strands plastered
to my cheekbone
like seaweed on some
Japanese shore
pyjamas so damp with salt
it seemed
even my shins were sweating.
For a moment I felt him
looming over me still
a black-scaled beast
astride my bed
jaw agape to show
spiked teeth
blowing breath
as dank as ocean brine.
A blink and
his weight
was gone
disappeared like
the night’s
shadows.
But the fear was as real
as if I were ﬂeeing naked
down Tokyo streets
being followed by a monster
or maybe a
burning
ball of ﬁre.
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Cheng Tim Tim
Day Trip to Narva
i.
I stood on unruly, frozen froth,
face blocked by the sun’s wet lamp.
Between stones to stand on,
the milky, hard surface of the lake
made Nuno slip, falling hip ﬁrst,
then on his back a few times.
Bong led the way through reeds
that we beat, bent and trampled.
The cut on my ankle hurt
only afterwards.
That was Lake Peipus, stretching
across Estonia and Russia.
ii.
Narva River cut quietly through
the mirroring of two fortresses.
Armed patrol on the river bank
looked at our passports, mine
only valid a few days more before
my travel visa expired, before
Tartu approved my resident permit.
I didn’t think of documents at all!
Before the closed museum door,
how else could I know how wars,
industrial planning and treaties
muddied their citizenship and ethnicity
except from bilingual menus?

Pamira Yanar
niveous | kars
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iii.
We waited for our midnight bus.
Time seemed inﬁnite when you
ate and played Jenga involuntarily
to keep yourself awake.
After smoking, Bong brought
to our table a Russian family.
They took us to another bar.
The guys, with gestures and minimal words,
explained how they were professional athletes,
and one of them was expecting a baby.
At some point, one of them spilled
vodka out of his nostrils.
He held me high as we said goodbye.
The wife was an English tutor.
She gave us her contact but
there were too many women
with the same name on Facebook.
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Silvana Smith
Cows by the Road
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Lauren Thorn
Texas
When you breathe in the air in Texas
It sits in your lungs
Filling you with dust
Dust from riding boots and bullet casings and moth-bitten Stetsons
Dust kicked up by frantic hooves and ﬂounced around by frivolous petticoats
Dust that transports history to your veins, swirling around inside you
Until you cough it up, overwhelmed
But the dust never settles, it will ﬁnd you again
When you are back in California in a building made of glass
You will imagine red dirt against the heels of your pumps
And horses braying in your headphoned ears
You will go to retrieve your polish
Wiping away the dust from your cluttered desk
Because a plane ticket costs money
And history is never kind
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Erica Hom
Lines written on a starless drive over Bohol
Dusk descends over the countryside.
The moon is an eagle’s talon
glimmering above the banana trees.
I drive following the faint sketch of roads
etched in aboriginal soil,
Roads that wander like snakes
sliding homeward through thorny citrus groves.
I pass by oceans older than human blood,
ﬂowing with ﬁsh who never know the season.
Pebbles adorn pearled shores;
ancient eggs reﬂecting the moonlight.
(and for a brief moment,
I am as limitless as the sky-)
You will ﬁnd me where the setting sun caresses the skyline,
There, you will meet my lips; wet like rain between the rice paddies,
pallid puddles retelling the histories of dimming stars.

Evie O’Neill
Crossing Paths
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Carrington Mattis
Pass-through
Looking at the brassy compass, my feet crunched on the fallen leaves and my
body was soothed by the warm, yet soft, sun.
I kept walking forward, only to stop and sip some water. I watched as nature
continued on, with deer picking at the grove of trees and rabbits racing to their
nests.
I commonly thought of my hopes and dreams during my walks through the
woods, where I would often travel alone. Near by, the small highway was ﬁlled
with cars racing to their destination. In the green of lush bushes, the highway
revealed a ﬂash of color—carmine red, honeycomb yellow, with a mix of steel
sliver—similar to the colors of the caroling birds I saw.
As I walked through the woods, I wondered where my journey would take me this
time, and where the passengers’ journeys would take them. Would I see a bird’s
nest or a vibrant patch of ﬂowers? Would they see their loved ones or views from
the top of a tower?
As I walked back towards my house, the cars of the highway still sped by, and I
wondered where the woods would take me next.
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